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Liberty University, Lynchburg, Va.

Enrollment hits 5,600
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in Chief

Despite a 10 percent increase in
student enrollment, Liberty's fall
check-in went smoothly, with
approximately 5,600 students getting
processed in record time.
"It went well," said Jay Spencer,
vice president of enrollment management. "We worked really hard to
make sure what happened in January
didn't happen again."
The streamlined check-in process
instituted last fall broke down at the
beginning of the spring 1996 semester. It was back in place last week,
though, and even students who
skipped express check-in were handled fairly quickly, Spencer said.
"We still had some that had to
wait. The students should have
known that ahead of time," Spencer
said. "Anyone who didn't do express
but was ready to pay went quickly."
More than 3,000 students went
through express check-in, paying
their bills in advance and waiting for
Matt C'mla/IJBKRTV O U M T I O N
as litde as a few minutes.
Non-express students who were
WHO'S NEXT? — More than 5,600 students streamed through
able
to pay in a school-approved
check-in last week, Liberty's largest enrollment ever.

manner were also quickly processed,
cutting down on the number of students who required financial counseling. "The crowds sitting in the stands
were half (of last year)," he said.
The main hassle facing the administration was finding beds for the
approximately 30 students who hadn't arranged in advance for dorm

space. "It appears that at 5,600 it's
pretty tight in the dorms — which is
a good problem," Spencer said.
Last year, Liberty had 600 empty
beds — a situation the school cannot
afford. Therefore, any beds left after
dorm sign-up were assigned on a
first-come, first-served basis. "If
you're going to stay in the dorms, go

Liberty streamlines finances
A variety of bookkeeping
changes have been introduced to
simplify procedures for LU students
and streamline the school's business
practices, said George Rogers, vice
president of finances.
The change that has had the
biggest impact on some students is
the one that affects the fewest: students are no longer allowed to carry
a balance over to the next year.
Only about 80 students came to
school this year owing money from
last year, Rogers said, fewer than in
previous years. Of those 80, perhaps
a dozen had to leave because of an
inability to reconcile.
"We're a business, a very big

Hogue comes back to Liberty
for Spiritual Emphasis Week

business," Rogers said. "We've
got professor's salaries; we've got
heating, lighting."
To make things simpler for students, Liberty has abolished the
general fee and added that amount
to the hourly charge. "It's just a
change in the bookkeeping,"
Rogers said "They have one entry
on their bills."
Liberty is still getting the same
amount of money. "The total figure (this year) is $256 an hour,"
Rogers said. "The old figure with
general fee was $245."
The school has also abolished the
exam pass system, instead checking
accounts throughout the year.

I want Moore,

through early dorm sign up, or we're
going to sell your bed," Spencer said.
More than 1,300 freshmen started
this year, plus 500 transfer students
and 100 former students.
Next year's enrollment should be
even higher, Spencer said. The file of
interested students is about double
what it was at the beginning of last
year, around 4,000 names. Spencer
said that file should jump to about
7,500 names by the end of April,
2,300 more than last year's 5,300.
"We know we're going to need one
(new) dorm," he said. "Fall is when
we do our big push."
Liberty plans on having two new
dorms by the beginning of the fall
1997 semester. The construction
plans were initialized last semester,
but unused dorm space made building needs less urgent. "When you
have 600 empty beds it's hard to talk
about building a dorm," Spencer said.
Recruitment efforts are paying off,
the vice president said, as is word-ofmouth advertising by students.
"We've got momentum this yeai
across the country. A lot of that has tc
do with our students," he said. "We
don't want to lose that momentum."

Moore

Three nights of services will
feature revival-themed messages aimed at students

port has been great."
The middle child of three, Hogue was born into a
life of relative ease. But ease led to problems for the
Indianapolis native. He ran away from home and
turned to a life of drugs. When his life was darkest,
Hogue attempted to take his life by way of a drug
By DAN TEETS
overdose.
Champion Reporter
But God had another plan: He spared Hogue and
One of the most well-known speakers to touch led him to a Freddie Gage evangelistic meeting,
Generation X, evangelist Randy Hogue brings his where he was saved.
unique style of preaching to Liberty University from
Since his salvation, Hogue has preached in over
September 8 through 13 for the semi-annual Spiritual 500 different churches throughout North America, as
Emphasis Week.
well as in several countries overseas. As a result of his
"I feel that this will be our best Spiritual Emphasis hard-hitting, Bible-based and Spirit-blessed mesWeek ever," Campus Pastor Duane Carson said. sages, he has seen over 17,000 people come to Christ.
"Every floor is praying for revival. The prayer supBut his ministry is not limited to the pulpit: due to
his past life of drugs, he has also
been able to speak on drug abuse
and suicide in over 350 public
high schools.
He has written two books,
"Down The One Way Street, his
autobiography," and "Preventing
Youth Suicide," inspiring by his
younger brother's suicide. Both
books have been extremely effective tools in his outreach to teens
and adults.
Hogue's burden is to see unbelievers come to know Christ, as
well as for God's people to truly
repent of their lethargy and indifference that he says saturates the
church today. Hogue says that he
is "still amazed that God loves
him and very grateful to be chosen as a soldier in today's army
of God."
Liberty University Chan-cellor.
Jerry Falwell gave his endorsement to the SEW speaker when
he said, "Every young person in
America needs to hear Randy
Hogue's message."
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GOING THE DISTANCE ~~ Geoff Moore ieds
his group of contemporary Chxtstiaian musicians in urging Liberty students to "swing for
the fence." More than 3,000 spectators packed

into the Vines Center for the concert, which
kicked off Liberty's fall semester concert
series. Next up is 4-HIM and Point of Grace,
which are appearing Sept. 28.

Promise Keepers bring men's ministry to Vines
One-day seminar held at Liberty University this
coming Saturday designed to help build up the
ranks of Godly husbands and fathers

nizing both last year's and this week's PK
events at the Vines. Clinton describes the
Promise Keeper aim as an effort to help
men "to become better fathers, husbands,
sons and more importantly, better servants
of Christ."
NY, and L. Glenn Wagner, Vice President
Promise Keepers was formed by former
By JULIE CO/BY
of
Promise
Keepers,
who
spoke
at
the
LU
Denver
Broncos coach, Bill McCartney in
Copy Manager
rally held in March of this year. Finally, the early 90s. Since then it has gained an
Promise Keepers returns to Liberty Liberty's head football coach, Sam enormous following. According to Marion
Saturday, Sept. 7.
Rutigliano will give his testimony. Also "Bo" Bohanan, Virginia field representaThe event is to be held in the Vines returning will be the 14 member Virginia tive for Promise Keepers, there are 20,000
Center, beginning at 1 p.m. and continuing Praise Band.
PK constituents in Virginia alone, and over
until 5 p.m., with Robbie Heiner acting as
Tim Clinton, executive vice president of 1 million men have attended 22 events
Master of Ceremonies. Featured speakers the American Association of Christian across the country this year.
are E. V. Hill, A. R. Bernard of Brooklyn, Counselors, has been a key figure in orgaHie goal of Promise Keepers is, "to sec

men beginning to keep their promises to
God through their local churches and communities," said Bohanan.
According to Clinton, an incredible 80
percent of women are actively involved in
their church, versus 10 percent of men.
While PK is strictly a men's ministry,
Bohanan describes women as being "direct
beneficiaries" thereof.
"Because when we gel our act together,
they benefit," he said. Similar organizations for women, such as Women of Faith
and Heritage Keepers are being organized
by various groups.
PK's swift growth has caused some to
question the group's foundation based on

Biblical warnings about sweeping movements; it has also faced skepticism over
questions of doctrine, Bohanan said.
Over all, however, the group has not run
into a great deal of resistance. "1 haven't
really encountered any," Clinton said,
"We've had a lot of local support." He
describes the movement as, "basically a
phenomenon in our modern time. And it is
clearly God ordained, otherwise it wouldn't be happening the way it is."
Saturday's "wake-up call" is free of
charge (March's event cost $18 per person), and those who would like to attend
can register by calling 384-0564 or can
take their chances on getting a seat.
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LU profs bring Gospel book to Russian students
BY SHAUN CHILGREEN
Champion Reporter

The ministry of an LU professor has
brought the gospel message to Russian
schoolchildren while catapulting her to bestseller-style fame in Eastern Europe.
Books without Borders is a program founded by Dr. Carolyn Diemer, LU education professor, to present the plan of salvation to students in once-unreachable countries. "God
laid the children of the world on my heart,"
Diemer said.
To meet this need, Diemer wrote and
illustrated a 48-page book called "What the
Bible Teaches about Life after Death",
which includes the plan of salvation. It was
translated into Russian by Eugene
Grossman, a translator for Billy Graham.
During the summer, 70,000 copies of the
book were distributed in Eastern Europe by
Carolyn Diemer and her husband Carl, with
stops in St. Petersburg, Moscow, Belarus,
Poland, the Czech Republic and the Ukraine.

The Dicmcrs donated copies of the books
to the Russian public school system and
handed them out to campers in what were
formerly Communist Young Pioneer camps.
llie Diemer's activity in the school system
was at the request of the Russian equivalent of
the I^partment of Education.
Although the book was written for children, Diemer said readers of all ages were
touched by its message. "The older people
loved my book," she said. "It was large
print; they could read it."
During their sojourn in Eastern Europe, the
Diemers were also able to witness on television. During an interview about her book,
they shared the plan of salvation — which
was shown on the evening news. "I was
inspired by Dr. Falwell," she said. "He always
says that no matter what he's interviewed
about he'll give the plan of salvation."
The book, illustrated in color, describes
die pain and suffering in hell and points out
that God doesn't want anyone to go to hell.
The book describes heaven as a city of gold

Around Campus
Late Night Activities —
Friday, Sept. 6 late-night activities will be skating and putt-putt
from 11:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
• Skating will be at the Skateland
on Graves Mill Road. The $3.50
cover charge includes the charge
for skate rental.
• Unlimited golf at Putt-Putt Golf
and Games on Timberlake Road
is $2. The cost for eight tokens is
$1 and Go-Cart rides are $2.

Intermural Sports — Flag football, soccer and tennis begin
Wednesday, Sept. 11.
Steven Curtis Chapman
Album Release Party —

I
I
II

Students buy 1 9 9 7 yearbook
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in Chief

Friday, Sept. 6: Chapman's new
album, Signs of Life, will be
available at discounted prices at
New Life Books & Gifts from
7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
4 HIM and Point of Grace —
Saturday, Sept. 28: 7:30 p.m.,
Vines Center. Tickets are $10 for
general admission and $16.50 for
reserved seats.
Career Skills Workshop:
Preparing an effective resume.
Monday, Sept. 30: 3:30 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. in DH 117.

Bank Shot Basketball —
Saturday, Sept. 14: Cookout at
5:00 p.m. at David's Place.

Convocation

Wednesday, Sept. 4: Academic
Convocation, Dr. Jerry Falwell
Friday, Sept. 6: SGA
Monday, Sept. 9: Spiritual
Emphasis Week

For the first time in Liberty's
history, students will be required to
directly buy a copy of Selah, the
LU yearbook.
"There's no money allocated,"
said Selah Editor Laura Sipple.
"We have no budget."
Liberty's administration has not
provided funding for the printing
of the book, requiring the staff to
raise the money for the book. In
previous years, funding for the
yearbook has come out of general
fee monies.
"Students have always paid for it
but they just haven't realized it,"
Sipple said.
To help with sales of the book,

With: Irving Edelsberg, O.D.
and Optical World Optometrists
(Next to J.C. Penney in River Ridge Mall)

| $89 for mostContact
clear, Lenses
soft or
disposable
and Exam
Present this coupon at exam

r.

. Golden W e
TANNING SALON

Personalized Attention "Accept All Major Credit Cards
•Trained Tanning Consultants

The yearbook will be hardbound.
A theme for the book has not
been decided yet, nor have all staff
positions been filled.
"We have a lot of freshmen who
are interested in helping," Sipple
said, estimating that approximately
"20 dedicated people" are needed
to complete the project.

Unlike the past two yearbooks,
this year's Selah will be a spring
yearbook, Sipple said she hoped,
meaning that the yearbook will be
published before the end of the
school year.
"Graduation will not be included, but students will have it before
they leave," the editor said.

All Day Buffet
7 Days A Week

We

239-6000

™

the staff is planning on including
pictures of all Liberty students —
not just seniors, as in last year's
Selah. "I don't think (selling
enough books) is a problem, since
there are so many underclassmen,"
Sipple said.
The regular price of the book is
$35, Sipple said. Students who
purchase it before Oct. 19 only
have to pay $19.97, however.
"(The price) is going to go up surely and slowly," the editor said.
The cost of the book also
includes the portrait sitting fee,
approximately $5.
This year's Selah is the same
size as the yearbook for 1996 but
will have more pages than the
yearbooks did in either of the past
two years.

Need
You.

Dr. Bert Peterson, Optometrist

I

and ends with the prayer of salvation that
Diemer prayed as a child.
The couple received $100,000 in donations, enough to pay the $90,000 prinUng
bill and pay for the ministry trip. The publisher. Worldwide Printing, donated eight
extra pages in each book, allowing Diemer
to add a glossary of theological terms and
the book's text in English
"They have been without Bibles," she
said. "They don't know the questions to ask.
They need someone to help them know the
most important message in the world."
The book was so well received that both
Diemers were asked to write books about
the Bible's importance, Carolyn's aimed at
children and Carl's at teenagers.
The couple plans to return to Russia as soon
as they raise enough money to print 240,000
copies of "What the Bible Teaches." As she
did for the first printing, Diemer said she
photo courtesy of Dr. Carolyn Dinner
doesn't plan on any special fund-raising driAUTOGRAPH HOUNDS — Dr. Carolyn Diemer was surrounded by fans of
ves. "I have asked nobody for money," she
her book when she visited children who were victims of Chernobyl radiation.
said. "God must be involved."
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$29.951

Buffet Prices
Lunch $ 4 . 9 9
Dinner $ 5 . 9 9

DOUBLE DRAGON
1 0 % w i t h LU I D A l w a y s
Beside Big Lots on Timberlake Rd.

The Liberty Champion needs opinion
writers, copy editors, photographers, and
reporters. If you would like to work on
The Champion call the editorial office for
details.

Back to School Special
Month Unlimited j

.

SALE
In appreciation of continued community
support, we are proud to announce another

J. Crew 8c CW Sale!

xpiies September 24. 1890 |

Hurry! Call 237-8262 For Appointment

September 5th, 6th, and 7th
9:00am-9:00pm
Thursday 09/05/96 and Friday 09/06/96
9:00am-5:00pm, Saturday, 09/07/96

9201 Tta*ertsk*:Rosd (Behind McDonald'*)

Back to school looking

way coqL

Mens, Ladies, and Unisex
Pants, Sweaters, Skirts, Blouses,
Dresses, and Jackets

Our stylists specialize in making
great tirst impressions. Working
closely with you, we'll design a
cut and style that complements

Cash or check accepted with driver's license
and majorcredit card or college ID.
Visa, Mastercard or American Express, and
J. Crew cards accepted.

your personality. Plus
we'll show you how to
re-create that look
with Matrix styling

\

All Sales Final - no refunds or exchanges

products so your

For All
Your Computer
Needs!

school is a real

Computer Service and Support
403 Oakridge Blvd, Lynchburg

846-1839

Sale will be held at the Greenstone - Builders Meeting
fc Centre
Rt. 221 South
Lynchburg, Va. Call: 385-6700
Additional parking the J. Crew facility

fashion statement.
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HAIRSKIN COSMETICS

M AT
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Save 50%-70% Off Retail!
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HAIR STYLING SALON
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LYNCHBURG, VA 24502
(804) 237-1457
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Russian student wins essay contest
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in Chief

An LU biology major used the skills he
honed as an investigative reporter in
Russia to impress judges from the Rotary
International organization and win a
$2,000 scholarship.
Alexander Talalacv, a senior at Liberty,
won the Rotary essay contest with his
entry on the theme "The Importance of
Global Perspective and International
Cooperation."
A native of Russia, Talalaev was one of
10 LU international students selected,

based on his GPA, to participate in the
Talalaev's previous writing experience
essay contest. "Last semester, Dr. included a stint as a correspondent for a
Guillermin's office called ... and told us Republican youth newspaper. After an
Rotary was offering to international stu- Islamic revolution in 1993, the paper was
dents a scholarship of $500 a semester and < shut down.
Liberty University is going to match it,"
During his time at the newspaper, he
Talalaev said.
worked as an investigative reporter, invesTalalaev had doubts about entering the tigating a government coverup in his
contest at first, not sure if he had the time hometown of Grozny. His investigation
it required. Besides taking a full course- into mismanagement of one of Grozny's
load, he was also working 30 hours a week massive oil refineries "caused (him) some
in the biology lab.
trouble," he said.
Financial difficulties caused the native
"The people in authority will let you
of the Russian province of Chechnya to write about anything as long as it didn't
reconsider taking part.
affect them," he said.

Copy Manager

Roses were popping up all over
campus last week as students took
advantages of sales at Liberty's new
flower shop, Holiday House Florist.
The shop was donated to the
University by former owner Lucy
Johnson, who is battling cancer.
Johnson, an active member of
Thomas Road Baptist Church, ran
the business from a house on Fort
Avenue, where her husband, a
Deacon of the church, conducts an
insurance business. Holiday House
opened for business in DeMoss
Hall June 8; all proceeds go to
Liberty University
According to Lurline "Bro"
Braud, who was asked by Dr.
Falwell to manage the flower shop,
it took about three weeks to set up
shop in DeMoss. The store is at the
site where Fast Break was previously located, a narrow room which
Braud hopes is temporary. "Once
we're established we'll have to
have a larger area," she said.
Despite limited space, however,
Holiday House provides the same
services as other flower shops.
According to Braud, "We can get
anything any other florist can get."
The shop does weddings, funerals, offers free local delivery and
wires worldwide. It also offers
delivery on campus, but due to
limited access of dorm rooms, they

in the DeMoss Atrium so that students could conveniently "shop"
Life! Editor
for a Christian Service between
Christian/Community
Service classes. However, the traffic in
sign-up was held in the Vines Center DeMoss caused Weider to relocate
on Aug. 30 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
this activity.
The purpose? To be "light and salt
The Vines Center was not tremenin the community," said Lew Weider, dously successful, with several studirector of Christian Community dents complaining about inconveService. Weider said that through ser- nience. It is undecided as to whether
vice projects the community "sees us part of convocation will be dedicated
and that we're real people and we to sign-ups next year, but most likely
care for them." He also stated that it is the sign-ups will stay in the Vines.
to "fulfill any interest that a student
Volunteer work makes students
might have as they effectively reach more marketable and provides inforout to Lynchburg."
mation valuable for resumes. Weider
Weider wants Christian/Comm- advises students to "learn to do it now
unity Service to encourage students so that when you get out there, you'll
to get out of their comfort zone and be more proficient."
into the community as they look
"God has given us all a spiritual
toward the future.
gift, we just need to use it," he said.
Sign-ups previously took place
Opportunities include being a tutor,

By KRIS PATTERSON

are working on
a more efficient
means of contact.
Holiday
House sells potted plants, artificial
arrangements, balloons,
stuffed animals
and fruit baskets, with fresh
flower sales as
their main focus.
All items are
offered at competitive prices.
B r a u d
believes the
shop will prove
a
significant
benefit to the
University,
Ted Woolford/Llbertv Chamolon
bringing
in A BLOOMING GOOD IDEA — An employee in
money while Liberty's flower shop work on arrangements.
providing students, local residents and eventually by calling toll free at 1-800-699the Christian community nation- 4524. "We want to do their
wide, a service. If affiliates of Valentine, their graduation ... all
TRBC, Lynchburg Christian their special events."
The store usually runs a weekly
Academy and LU will turn to
Holiday House for all their floral special such as last week's dozen
needs, "sort of like a built-in clien- roses for $9.95; LU faculty and staff
tele," Braud said, the shop will receive a 10 percent discount on
establish a strong base with which carry out orders and have the option
of setting up a credit account.
to work.
Holiday House hours are 9 a.m.
Braud emphasizes Holiday
House' desire to serve students and to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
their parents, who may place orders and 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday.

PEKING CHINESE
RESTAURANT
In the Graves Mill Shopping Center
UNLIMITED
/
BUFFET /
•

3

3

(UNTIL 10PM) •

10%
Off
Pizza &Dhmer Entrees
w/LUSMentln

Venezia
Italian
Restaurant
9010 Timbertake Road

237-9432

SKY STAR
Chinese Buffet Resturant
• Dine-In or Carry Out •
Hunan, Szechuan & Cantonese Cuisine
7701 Timberlake Rd., Lynchburg, Va 24502
(Timberlake Station)

237-0088 - 237-2223
Open 7 Days a Week
Sun. - Thur. 11 am - 10 pm Fri. & Sat. 11 am -11 pm

$000*
ot textbooks to sell?
Why not tell it to 5000 people?
for only

FREE
/
DELIVERY /

volunteering at a crisis center, working at a girls home or a nursing home
or other diverse areas of interest.
Weider also said that students
need to change the image in
Lynchburg. "We are Christians and
we need to show them a difference," he said. "Everywhere they
are, our students give people reason to live bv being role models,"

385-9663

L

ot textbooks to sell?
Why not tell it to 5000 people?
for only

$^oo

dent said.
Talalaev returned to his hometown roots
in writing his eight-page paper on the
problems of the Russian mafia. "I wrote
about what I saw, how it worked, what can
be done to prevent it," he said.
Grozny, he said, is "the underground
crime capital" of Russia. "They specialize
in fraud, financial fraud, in any possible
way," Talalaev said.
The biology major, who is graduating
next semester, plans on going to medical
school, possibly at the University of
Alabama. After that he wants to found a
hospital in his native land.

Christian Service recruiting
hit by low student turnout

Campus blooms
as flower shop
attracts students
By JULIE COZBY

After the newspaper closed, Talalaev
went to Moscow to obtain a visa to leave
the country. While in Moscow he translated for missionaries and eventually got
saved himself.
After working for a year at an Anglican
missionary college in England, he came to
America at the invitation of Dr. Douglas
Smith, who had been instrumental in leading him to salvation. Smith had worked as
a missionary in Rumania and while there
had heard about Liberty University. On his
advice, Talalaev applied to the school.
"I sent in my application and within two
weeks I received a scholarship," the stu-

We Cater To Parties At A Low Rate

•

Please Order By Phone;
It Will Be Ready When You Arrive.
Regular Menu Available.

••

S*

ot textbooks to sell?
Why not tell it to 5000 people?
for only

$000*
*15 words or less.

Call Mr. Davis at 582-2128

1 FREE soft drink
w/ purchase
1 coupon per visit
Exp. Sept. 15

$1.00 off for
Dinner Buffet
1 coupon per visit
Exp. Sept. 15

All Day Buffet • 7 Days A Week
Buffet To Go Per Order
BEST BUFFET
Lunch
WE HAVE
11 am - 4 pm
IT ALL!
$4.95

Dinner
4 pm - Close

$6.95
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Traffic

ValuJet given OK to hit skyways again
The Federal Aviation Administration has given low-cost airline
ValuJet tentative approval to resume
operations. Officials said the carrier
could beflyingagain within a week.
ValuJet (based in Atlanta) was
grounded June 17 because of a
heightened safety inspection following a May 11 crash in the Florida
Everglades which killed 110 people.
The FA A returned ValuJet's operating certificate after a review found
that the airline had corrected its
maintenance and operation shortcomings. The Transportation Department (the FAA's parent agency)
also gave its tentative approval to

ValuJet after finding that its management and financial status made it
fit to operate.
Those officials and interested parties in the case have seven days to
challenge the airline's fitness to
operate. If no objections are raised,
ValuJet will receive final operating
approval. The carrier would have
four days to respond to objections.
Even if it gets final flight
approval, ValuJet will be a much
smaller operation than it was.
Previously, it operated 51 planes;
now it can operate a maximum of
nine planes, with that number going
to 15 over the next few days. Any

,

further additions to its fleet would
require strict FAA supervision.
Some of the safety concerns cited
by the FAA included ValuJet's use
of many outside maintenance organizations as well as its absence of
safety oversight.
The requirements that the airline
had to meet included the retraining
of its pilots, instructors and maintenance personnel as well as the
reduction of outside contractors it
utilized for maintenance. It must
also initiallyflyonly one configuration of its DC-9s in order to make it
easier to train flight and maintenance crews.

11
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Clinton aide resigns amidst scandal
Dick Morris, one of President
Clinton's top campaign advisors,
announced his resignation Thursday,
after a tabloid reported that he was
having an affair with a prostitute.
In his written resignation Morris ,
48, commented on his decision:
"While I served I sought to avoid
the limelight because I did not want
to become the message. Now, I
resign so I will not become the
issue. I will not subject my wife,
family or friends to the sadistic vitriol of yellow journalism. I will not
dignify such journalism with a reply

or answer. I never will."
The tabloid that initially reported
the affair was the Star. It was later
reprinted in the New York Post,
which stated the tabloid had videotapes and photos to back its story.
The 37 year-old call-girl was identified as Sherry Rowlands. She kept a
diary which, in addition to details of
their liaison, included accounts of
secrets that Morris allegedly told her.
Morris's resignation comes at a
crucial time in President Clinton's
political career. Clinton was due to
deliver a speech at the Democratic
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National Convention in Chicago, in
SO MUCH FUN, SO LITTLE TIME — New students and oldtimers alike mixed and mingled
what was supposed to be a note of
during the annual Block Party. The Party, held the Tuesday before classes began, attracted
triumph and jubilation (he was
most of the on-campus population.
enjoying a two-digit lead over Dole
in the polls). Clinton released a
statement from his Sheraton
Chicago hotel room thanking
Morris for his work: "Dick Morris is
my friend, and he is a superb political strategist. I am and always will
be grateful for the great contributions he has made to my campaigns
According to U.S. defense offiUnited States forces in the
No U.S. forces have actually
and for the invaluable work he has
cials,
military
flights
to
enforce
the
Persian
Gulf
region
were
placed
on
moved
because of the events in the
done for me over the last two
no-fly
zone
in
northern
Iraq
have
high
alert
by
President
Clinton
on
region;
however, defense officials
years."
Saturday in response to Iraqi attacks been doubled over the weekend. said that contingency planning had
on Kurdish rebels. The President Iraq violated the no-fly zone with been completed.
called the assault a matter of "grave its invasion in April.
A spokesman from the Iraqi
concern" to the United States.
Nearly 1,000 Air Force person- Revolutionary Command Council
Details are still unclear, but there nel are in the region along with stated late Saturday that Iraq would
that he did not murder the victims.
have
been reports of fighting in 23,000 U.S. ground troops, soon remove its troops, but White
Simpson also attacked the media
heavily
populated areas. More than although the United States relies House spokesman Mike McCurry
for erroneous reporting concerning
one
Kurdish
faction may be heavily on air superiority to deter said he had heard nothing to conhis case during a speaking engageinvolved
in
the
Iraqi
incursion.
any advances by Baghdad.
ment in the Scripture Cathedral
firm this report.
Church late last week. A capacity
crowd of 2,000 people each paid
$10 to hear him speak.
The defendant said that he had
received support from both blacks
and whites, contrary to press reports.
He also stated that he did not distance
himself from the black community
after his football career and later
sought their support for the trial.

World N e w s

U.S. forces in Persian Gulf put on alert

Simpson seeks new civil trial evidence
Former football great O.J.
Simpson announced Thursday that
he was hopeful new evidence to
support him would be available for
his civil trial next month.
Simpson was acquitted last
October of the murder of his wife,
Nicole Brown Simpson and her
friend, Ronald Goldman, but was
financially ruined by legal expenses
associated with the trial. At a news
conference last week, Simpson said:
"I'm broke. I am not crying the blues.
I can get along just fine. Whatever
you want to send me, I need."

Simpson told reporters that he
had fulfilled his pledge tofindthe
killers, but that a court order that
prevented him from talking about
his civil case also prevented him
from giving details about who the
murderer was. The gag order prohibits witnesses and parties to the
case, such as lawyers, from sharing
any case-related information.
After the October trial, Simpson
vowed tofindthe killers and offered
a substantial reward for relevant
information. His attorneys stated
that his civil trial defense will be
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How else will the whole campus know you're
selling your Dr. Martens?
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•ticket sales
•dry cleaner drop off
• S p i r i t S t u f f (noisemakers for sports)

•larger showroom
•new snacks
•deli/sub sandwiches
•free use of microwave (w/food purchase)
•sandwich supplies
•chip dip
•milk
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won't be much longer than the last day of textbook sales
in the multipurpose center is n
.
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i
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More about
that summer
in paradise

W

ell, if you read last week's column, you already know that I
spent the summer with my family in
Hawaii, thanks to the military.
Ironically enough, Hawaii was not my
first choice of a place to spend my summer. (No, you don't need to take my
temperature. Just let me explain.)
The military lifestyle is a wonderful
experience, in my opinion, but also one
that leaves one with no roots. "Home is
where the Navy sends us" is on a little
plaque in our kitchen.
So, you think, "who wouldn't want to
go to Hawaii?" Well, paradise is an awesome thought, but let's look at things
realistically. I love my parents, but after
hanging out with them for two days, my
brother Mike, who is presently a sophomore here at LU, and I had to get out of
the house.
But there was a dilemma — no car!
That just didn't work. I have a car at
school and I enjoy my independence.
I like to go wherever I want, whenever I want and do whatever I want. Not
this time.
So, I'm stranded in paradise with no
car, no independence and no friends.
Yeah, Hawaii is a lot of fun, huh?
And what's worse, my mom had
about 55 guys for me to meet when I got
there. In fact, I'm surprised she didn't
have a reception line waiting for me at
the airport. If I didn't have a boyfriend,
this might not be so bad, except that I
don't always trust my mother's taste.
She takes me seriously when I say,
"Looks don't really matter." And she
doesn't seem to like men in my decade.
Her favorite line has always been, "I
could really see you with someone
older." Well, that's great, mom, but closer to my age than yours, puh-leeze.
Well, things got worse. I got a job.
Now this might sound kind of cush, but
I worked at a golf course. I hated it. All
I did was sell nice shirts and think of
ways to ward off all of the old men who
came in there.
Why do people alway associate old
men with golf courses? People asked me
all summer, "So, are all of the old men
hitting on you?"
I guess they hang around because they
are retired and have nothing better to do
all day than play golf.
So, just when things couldn't possibly
get any worse, they got better. About
halfway through the summer, I finally
made two friends and guess what? They
were both girls!
My parents lead a Bible study in our
home every Tuesday night called Officers
Christian Fellowship, and there were two
wives my age attending whose husbands
were away on ships for a few months.
I hit it off great with both of them
almost right away and we started doing
almost everything together.
(The only down side of the Bible
study was that this was where my parents found all of these great out-of-mydecade men.)
The rest of the summer was spent
doing "touristy stuff." We snorkeled
Hanauma Bay, hiked Diamond Head (a
volcano that is no longer active), visited
the Arizona memorial from World War
II, went to a luau, strolled the streets of
downtown Waikiki and went to the
Waikiki beach and visited both the
International Marketplace and the Dole
pineapple plantation.
It turned out to be quite a busy summer. Along with my part-time job at the
golf course, I worked as a volunteer
writer for the base newspaper, took a
correspondence class, joined a fitness
center with my brother, got into craftmaking and actually kept up with my
letter writing.
1 called one of my girlfriends from
Lynchburg in the middle of the summer
and told her what I was doing, and her
response was, "I thought you were
going to take it easy this summer."
That's no fun.
When people say "life is short,"
they're right. I finally decided to take
the advice 1 hear myself telling others so
often: "Do everything you can. Take
every opportunity you gel."
So though my mother did not succeed in "fixing me up" with any middle-aged men, I did everything there is
to do in do in Hawaii and 1 had an awesome summer.

First concert of the year gets
campus pumped and swingin
By TRACEY CLARK
Champion Reporter

ow appropriate to have Geoff
Moore and the Distance as
Liberty's first concert guests of the
1996-1997 academic school year.
The chosen theme for opening activities was "swinging for the fence."
This theme encouraged students
not to be afraid to do what's right or
to compromise what they believe,
but to take a stand.
The Home Run concert generated
a lot of excitement from Liberty students and as they are usually a rowdy
crowd to begin with, this concert was
quite an energetic one.
It was also a nice way for students
to start the first day of classes.
Geoff Moore and the Distance
sang many favorites including
"Home Run," in which the lyrics
encourage people to "swing for the
fence" in the Christian life.
This band has been a success
since their first time on the stage.
They have the talent required and
plan to do whatever it takes to go all
the way for God.
They have released three successful albums already and have established themselves as popular contemporary Christian artists.
Moore's desire is for his music to
go beyond the Christian world to
anyone who is open to it.
Many of the freshmen students
described the concert as "exciting"
and "encouraging."
Returning students that attended
last year's Geoff Moore and the
Distance Homerun concert said that
it needed some more variety.
The band kept students on their feet
clapping and yelling wildly for the
majority of the night.
Geoff Moore and the Distance will
be releasing a best hits album within
the next three weeks that will contain
some old, familiar favorites as well as
a few new songs.

H

THE DISTANCE STRIKES AGAIN! — A rowdy crowd greeted last
Wednesday's concert guests in the Vines Center. Geoff Moore and the
Distance kept LU fans cheering wildly until they left the stage (far
above). Students gathered in the bookstore to meet the band and get
their CDs autographed (above). GMD has been a hit from the first
time they stepped onto the stage. Geoff Moore (right) said that he will
give this career in music everything he's got because he wants to go all
the way with it.
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Follow Steven's lead and look up
Cor. 10:12) or to make ourselves feel righteous by comence today?
If we keep all of our thoughts on what's going to hap- paring our lives to those around us (Gal. 6:4).
Devotional Columnist
David learned not to be envious of the success of nonpen in the future, the future will never get here. We need
n the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. to take everything one day at a time. God tells us in His believers because that prosperity would eventually fade
Then He looked at everything He had made and said Word that He has plans for us, plans to help us, not to hurt away.
us, plans to give us a hope and a deisred future (Jeremiah
that it was all very good (Genesis 1:1, 31).
The only person we should wish to be like is Jesus
The beginning of Psalm 19 tells us that as we look 29:11). Rest in this fact today and let tomorrow take care Christ.
around at that same creation, it declares God's glory. It of itself.
As we compare our lives to His, it will only point out
DON'T LOOK BACK.
is good because He is good and because He said that it
our shortcomings, yet give us something worth striving
The past is a great springboard for learning, but often toward.
was good. It is His creation, entirely from His infinite
mind, and shows us part of who He is. God encourages we find ourselves dwelling in the past entirely too long.
The only permissible thing is to LOOK UP.
us to look all around us in the physical world and enjoy We reminisce in a dreamworld of the "good ol' days" or
What can go wrong when your eyes are fixed on Christ,
wallow in pools of past failures that always seem to make the author and perfector of your faith?
His creation.
Unfortunately, some can only see one direction or
Steven looked up.
choose to look only one direction. This is called Tunnel ^^Wnen^w^looi^own^wear^imply
Even in the hands of the men who were trying to kill
Vision, and usually it prevents us from looking at things
him he still found himself looking up toward his heavening that our circumstances are more
objectively. Yet in our walk with Christ, Christ not only
ly father. Steven asked the Lord to forgive the men trying
powerful than the God who
encourages us to have tunnel vision but commands us to.
to kill him.
arranged them."
The only way we are to look is up.
Notice he didn't look down and feel sorry for himself.
DON'T LOOK DOWN.
Notice he didn't look around and compare himself to the
Peter had the distinct privilege of walking on water their way back into the present with us.
sinners around him. He just looked up.
We tend to hang on, not willing to "let go and let God."
towards the outstretched arms of Jesus, but then he made
When you look up, you can't depend on your own
a big mistake. He looked down, and he almost drowned. We must learn to walk the fine line and take lessons from resources and walk very far in the direction God wants
When the waves started getting rough, Peter's faith was the past, without living in it.
you to.
DON'T LOOK AROUND.
not strong enough.
You will lose your balance and sense of direction very
I'm sure we can all remember this common complaint quickly. This is where trust comes in - - trust in what you
When we look down, we are implying that our circumstances are more powerful than the God who arranged them. that we gave our parents when we were children, "But cannot see.
Johnny got to do it ..."
DON'T LOOK FORWARD.
Trust in plans God already made for you long before
The future is a scary thing, but it is nothing worth losIt may seem foolish, but no matter how mature we think you knew of them.
ing sleep over. God is in control, lie sees yesterday, today we are or think we are getting, we still have a tendency to
You may not sec God, but lie can sec you, and He plans
and tomorrow. How many limes have we worried about compare ourselves to "the guy next door."
on taking very good care of you if you will let Him.
what's ahead and totally forgotten about making a differPaul warns us not to compare ourselves to others (2
Just look up!

By BRIAN JACOBS
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LU students and faculty dedicai the summer to mission work
Gospel shared with Salvadorians

Joined in service

Editor's Note: litis is only a sampling of the plethora ofcountry, with 30 percent of the people being bornagain believers.
missions trips in which students participated during the
summer. For more information about future missions Each person stayed with a different family during
the team's time in El Salvador. The members agreed
trips contact the Campus Pastor's office.
that this was an enjoyable experience.
By KRIS PATTERSON
Team member Betsey Rchkemper said, "Getting
Life! Editor
involved with the people made me want to do more.
r. David Towles, a Spanish professor at LU, led a It showed me that I can live in that culture."
team of 15 Liberty students who had been
She added, "The people in the churches accept you
preparing for months down to El Salvador on a mis- and do anything for you."
sions trip from May 15 through May 30. The students
Team member James Harvey agreed with her. "I
had to raise support and learn some basics of the lan- was amazed at their generosity," he said.
guage before their trip.
A highlight for Harvey was "getting into the
Since then, 12 have been called into full-time mis- Christian schools and even though I can't understand
sion work in the future.
Spanish, I was able to share with the children."
What did they do down there? Maybe the question
Rehkemper said this trip greatly influenced and
should be, "what didn't they do down there?" It all increased her desire to minister overseas.
started among the team members themselves.
Team member Kristy Large is from El Salvador.
Not many spoke Spanish, and Towles said that they Her parents are missionaries there, but a vacation at
"worked together wonderfully as a team. They could home is far from what her summer was like.
fill in for each other and they were flexible."
But he also added that everything started with love
among the team members.
When they got to El Salvador, their team branched
out to include many Salvadorian Christians who
wanted to minister with the team.
The team worked primarily in one church and one
school, but also worked on the streets passing out
tracks, or in different schools, ministering through
songs, Christian films, testimonies and a gospel message given by Towles.
They went where the people were: on street corners,
in the schools, in the parks and soccer fields and door
to door.
They ministered an average of 13 hours a day and
were able to see a large number of decisions, both salvation and dedication.
One experience that Towles had that was particularly moving to him was the opportunity that he had to
speak to a man whose speech was extremely slurred.
Towles could not understand a word that this man
said, nor could the man understand him.
But as soon as Towles turned to Romans to share a
verse with the man, they miraculously understood
every word exchanged.
Towles had the opportunity to lead the man to the
Lord minutes later.
Towles described El Salvador as a "more open"

By KRIS PATTERSON

D

Three students from the team decided to stay
behind for a year and teach full-time in an international school.
These students — Matt Towles, Rita Mills and
Tracy Packiam — will remain in El Salvador until
May of 1997.
Another team will soon be forming to go to El
Salvador this summer, from May 5 through May 19.
They will meet once a week for months beforehand
to learn Spanish, write prayer letters, raise support
and get to know each other.
"Leadership training was an important part of this,"
Towles said. Towles said that when the team got down
there, they had to make it happen.
After making contact with the churches and the
families that the students would be staying with, he
took the backseat.
What they did was basically up to them.
For anyone interested, information for the trip this
summer can be obtained by contacting the Light office.

Life! Editor

T

hey've been at Liberty for
over 20 years, and this summer they took a leap into the
unknown. Carl and Carolyn
Diemer stepped beyond the borders of our country to spread the
gospel in camps and schools all
over Russia.
"Camps are open to people who
want to spread the gospel," said Dr.
Carl Diemer. "The doors are open,
but we don't know for how long."
One year ago, Carolyn Diemer
started a nonprofit organization in
her home called "Books without
Borders." Distributing the book
that she wrote was the purpose of
their visit to Russia.
Her book, entitled "What the
Bible Teaches About Life After

Death," was published by an
American evangelist in Minsk,
Belarus. In fact, the Diemers did
not even see the book until they
arrived in St. Petersburg to distribute it.
They spent most of their time in
Russia in the cities of Klin,
Moscow and St. Petersburg but
also visited Poland for a week.
They spoke everyday, sometimes
up to three times a day, in churches, youth camps, adult school,
nursing homes and hospitals.
Unfortunately, cults are taking
advantage of the country's openness as well. "It's very important
that we get the gospel in as fast as
we can," Diemer said.
The Diemers were amazed that
after passing out 70,000 copies of
the book, the book was still in
high demand.

"People in the public schools
are really open to evangelistic
material in the schools," Diemer
said. He said that each school
wanted a copy for their library.
Diemer said that after many of
the meetings, the children would
rush up to them and be anxious to
speak English to them as they
were learning English in school.
Though this was their first time,
the Diemers are considering
another trip.
"If we do, it's because God has
provided the funds, no other reason." Diemer said.
Their only means of support
was newsletters to make people
aware of their ministry. "The support always comes," he added.
The Diemers also said that they
would love to take students with
them if they do go again.
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CAN I HAVE THAT MENU IN ENGLISH PLEASE? — Cheryl Himelick (left) and the
other team members strike up a conversation with some locals at a food stand in
Pfullingen, Germany, as they prepare to witness*

Ministering in Europe
By KRIS PATTERSON
Life! Riitor

W

photos courtesy of team members

SMILE FOR THE CAMERA! — Betsey
Rehkemper and Dr. David Towles pose for a picture with a young girl that they led to the Lord
in EI Salvador (above). It looks like everybody's
here. Team members ride in a bus with the
locals (left). They knew that ministry to the people started with going to the people and finding
them in their environment and on their level.
The team enjoyed living in and getting to know
a different culture.

SUFFER THE LITTLE CHILDREN ... — The Diemers, both LU professors, spent the
summer in Russia distributing the book Dr. Carolyn Diemer wrote about life after death.
Children flocked around them after each meeting, anxious to speak and learn English.

hat do you think of when you hear the
words, "mission field"? The deepest, darkest jungles of Africa, right?
That's what LI J student Cheryl Himelick
thought too, until she did her summer missions
internship in Eastern Europe.
"I never knew there was such a great need for
missions in Europe," she said,
Himelick spent the summer touring France, Italy
and Germany, spreading the gospel with a mission
organization called UFM (Unevangelized Faith
Missions) that she heard about through Liberty.
There were a total of three in her group; the others were from different schools. They stayed with
UFM families during their May 21 through June
22 stay.
The team spent a week and a half in France, ten
days in Italy and a week in Germany.
Himelick was involved in a wide variety of min-

istries during her time in Europe including presenting the gospel on sketchboards, passing out
tracks in the local marketplaces and sharing her
testimony both on the streets and in churches.
The team also had the privilege of starting a
weekend retreat very similar to Vacation Bible
School.
The team also got involved in B ible studies and
conducted home visits.
Himelick said that she thought she got an equal
amount of observation and experience during the
internship. The team was able to both interact with
the people and sit back to watch the fruits of their
ministry grow.
One of the highlights of her summer was the!
opportunity to be "on the air" in Milan, Italy ~~
one of the only three Christian radio stations in all
Of Italy She also had the chance to visit the mountains of Alsace in France
Though Himelick had already been called to the
mission field, she felt that her summer internship
was a great asset.

Surviving in college is tough enough, right? That's
why we've designed a package to make things
easier Choose AT&T and look at all you can get:
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Attitudes will dictate
how your day goes
There are a ton of people here.
Lines spring up everywhere. Hallways are jammed between classes. Every parking
spot seems to be taken. Rooms are filled to capacity or expecting a new body at any
time to land in that last top bunk. This campus is FULL.
Having a full campus creates many situations that we may prefer not to deal with.
The book lines can take a lot of our weekend time. Students have to stand in line for
Marriot. Seniors find themselves parking in the Pit.
However, these situations can be a lot worse. The smallest inconvenience can
become torture for everyone involved if just one person loses their temper or makes
a nasty comment An entire school year can be ruined by afightbetween roommates.
A Business Office line seems to grow exponentially the longer and louder the complaining gets. And it sure doesn't encourage anybody in the Marriot line to hear acid
comments from people who have gone forward to look at what's on the menu.
Chuck Swindoll said life is 10 percent what happens to you and 90 percent how
you react to it Optimism and pessimism are important concepts because they affect
your attitude, and attitude is everything. A bad attitude is the most destructive force
known to a college student A positive attitude can make the worst of circumstances
into a spiritual lesson. A negative attitude takes young people out of school.
If your bad attitude is making your life miserable, it's probably souring the lives of
everyone around you as well. Last weekend we learned an important lesson about
going the distance as Geoff Moore and his band performed for the students. If every
student could apply the band's theme to their lives, think what a difference we would
see on our campus.
So loosen up as you wait for that tired business representative. Think of something
different as you contemplate the difficulties ahead. Imagine how insignificant this
will all seem in a matter of a few weeks. And use the few hours you have locked in
step with a bunch of other students in the book line to make some new friends.
As we all deal with lines, red tape and stress, let's try to remember that finding
scapegoats won't help, making harsh judgments won't help, and losing our tempers
will certainly not improve anything. We're all in the same situation; let's do everybody a favor and start working together.

I

Liberty welcomes the
international students
We would like to give a warm welcome to the hundreds of international students
on campus this year. The number of overseas students at Liberty University has
exploded in recent times. Most of them hail from Asia, with Korea leading the pack.
However, since last semester a lot of publicity has been given to the new groups of
college students arriving from Japan and the Middle East
These new students are important for a number of reasons. A clear sign of a
healthy, growing school is the number of international students who have heard of
the university and elected to travel thousands of miles to attend. They signal to the
world that the university they have chosen to attend is not only adequate in terms of
other competing schools but has something special that makes the college significant on the world scene. We should be flattered by the new foreign students' decisions to attend our school.
Their presence has other advantages as well. Hearing them in classes and even simply seeing them on the sidewalk adds to the American students' perception of the
world. An awareness of the global scene is a particularly valuable asset to a missionsminded Christian university like ours.
The student body should take care to make the international students welcome and
involved in campus life. A good report about our overseas students is a positive health
report for the school as a whole.

Quotes of the week...
"The things taught in schools and colleges are not an education, but merely a
means to an education.'"
— Ralph Waldo Emerson
"Success is not a harbor but a voyage with its own perils to the spirit. The game of
life is to come up a winner, to be a success, or to achieve what we set out to do. Yet
there is always the danger of failing as a human being. The lesson that most of us on
this voyage never learn, but can never quite forget is that to win is sometimes to lose."
— Richard M. Nixon
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Gender equality: does it
reach your computer?
The Internet is one of the most amazing ers and columnists, only one was a woman.
phenomenon in human history. The teleThere could be a variety of reasons why
phone lets you speak to somebody in Japan men seem to have taken over the lead in
and the TV lets you sneak peeks at gunmen surfing the explosion of PCs and Internet.
in Bosnia, but the Internet puts every travel- One of the most obvious is one we've
er within finger's reach of a billion peoples' already covered: the software industry in
creative efforts. Literally millions of people particular has targeted the easiest-to-please
are using and improving the World Wide audience it could — men, particularly
Web even as you read this.
younger men.
Another reason could be the fact that of all
But most of those millions are men. Are
young people—who provide more of the
women being left out of the PC industry?
For me and many others no doubt dam- active force behind the Internet and PC sales
aged by stray electrical impulses while yet than most people would like to admit—
in the womb, just walking down the com- young men are the highest paid. More
opportunities for higher pay
puter aisle in Circuit City feels
exist for male teens (and adults, I
like Christmas Eve. We spend a
might add) than for girls and
few moments trying to beat the
women, be it in the form of manstore's screen saver passwords so
ual labor, sales or whatever. This
we can check out the machines,
added money can fuel shopping
but inevitably the tour ends in the
sprees that provide hours of
software section. Whether we play
Pentium-powered surfing and
them or not, games and perks are
gaming, all in the name of colthe shiny wrappers of our favorite
lege and higher education.
candy: computers.
TOM
But the software section is not INKEL
An even more basic reason
the spot to try and meet girls. ^ ^ * ^ *
could be the most stinging.
Something about the monsters, weaponry There is a hard-dying stigma attached to
and dark, creepy screenshots seems to scare girls and their dealings with such areas as
them away. The problem is, one of the most math. Some of this could well have spilled
significant factors behind the boom of per- over into people's (both men and women,
sonal computers and the Internet is the especially parents) conception of female
number of fun-seekers. And let's face it: the computer jocks. This isn't as ridiculous as
violent CD-ROM games, pornographic it may seem; the Champion itself felt the
Web sites and lewd chat areas that have col- vocal effects of this controversial stereoored PC and Internet use are not targeted type at the end of last semester after a cartoward women.
toonist portrayed a computer major as a
This trend can be seen in almost every male figure.
aspect of PCs. Men seem to dominate the
Still, hope is far from gone for the
cutting edge in computers. For example, I females. The businessplace is coming to
went into more than a half-dozen local com- dominate the Internet with its powerful
puter retailing stores (purely in the interest servers and well-designed Web sites, and
of research) and was approached by sales- the number of women in corporate leaderpeople on almost all occasions. Each one ship means their presence will be felt on the
was male; in fact I almost never even saw a Net, as well. As for PC use, computer retailfemale working in the area (the lone excep- ers are well aware that the home is an
tion was Radio Shack, where a girl was exploding market, and retailers have
doing register duty).
responded by targeting the entire family.
Another example: PC World, one of the Young women are now beginning to get
most popular PC magazines available, does the products and experience men once
have twice as many females as males on its monopolized. I think their input will mark a
staff; however, of the dozen technical writ- time of maturing for the world of PCs.

f | 3 School friends will directly affect
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Katie's hopes of a quiet evening at Kyoto's were
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Why is America so obsessed with stories?
During the Democratic national convention, Vice President Al Gore told a touching
story about his sister, who died of lung cancer after smoking since the age of 15. His
point? The government should have done
something to help the poor lass. You may disagree with his premise, but you have to be
touched by his story.
Not that the Republicans did much better.
Their convention wasrifewith story moments:
the touching tale of Bob Dole's storybook village of Russell, Kan.; the sensitive anecdotes
of the Gipper's days in office; the memories of
Jack Kemp's gridiron days. I half expected
John Tesh to step out of the crowd and lead us
all into an Olympic,
uh, make that convention, moment
And talking about
Tesh, there are some
more stories. The
Olympics weren't
used as a vast competition to winnow
out the best and glo- TIMOTHY J.
rify them. No, GIBBONS
instead wc got to wmmmammmmman
watch pabulum stories about the athletes and
their trials.
The Olympic storytelling wasn't all that
bad, however. After all, the Games were
about entertainment and I'm sure the sappy
segments made viewers feel warm and gushy.
Storytelling in politics irritates me, though.
Last year I was conversing with someone
about Clinton's minimum wage increase: she
supported it; I feel the entire minimum wage
system should be abolished. Anyway, in the
middle of our discussion of economic ideals
and the role of the government my friend
trots out a story. A friend of hers whose parents died in a tragic accident had to take care
of her younger siblings. To earn the money to
support the family, she was working several
part-time jobs — all for minimum wage. So,
my friend says, the minimum wage should be
increased to help people such as this.
And you know, in a way the person I was
talking to wasright:people in such tragic situations should be helped. But the touching
anecdote she shared had no bearing on the
reality of economics or the theories of government's responsibility.
Similarly, Al's sister, also a tragic case, is
not a basis on which the government can construct its anti-tobacco platform. The GOP's
tales about Dole's Kansas upbringing has
nothing to do with his ability to lead or his
buzzword-laden speeches on family values.
You see, gentle readers, the reason NBC's
stories during the Olympics annoyed me is
because they shifted the focus away from the
competition. Instead of looking at whom ran
the fastest jumped the farthest or played the
best the cameras focused on the touchy-feely
side of the athletes' life.
When we move into the political arena, it
becomes even move scary. When we focus
on the touchy-feely side of politics, we lose
all sense of rationality, all sense of trying to
logically direct the country. Instead, we jump
from story to story — from welfare moms to
underpaid workers, from needy elderly to
neglected minorities — trying to make sure
all the stories have happy endings.
Basing the future of the world's largest
superpower on the sadness of tragic stories
seems weak-minded at best and suicidally
stupid at worst.
And what I'm really afraid of is this: if we
keep in this storytelling mode, sooner or later,
I just know that John Tesh will become president. That's when I'll know the country has
gone down the tubes.

Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager

The Liberty Champion encourages
members of the community to submit letters to the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words and
must be typed and signed. Letters appearing in the Liberty Forum do not necessarily represent the views of the Champion's
editorial board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear
the endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes the
property of the Liberty Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to accept
reject, or edit any letter received, according to the Champion stylebook, taste and
Liberty University mission statement The
deadline for letters is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Kditor, the
Champion" and drop them oil in DII 113
or mail to: Liberty Champion, Liberty
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
24506-8001.

By CYNTHIA TATUM
Champion reporter

Just as most students put much effort into
adding and dropping classes carefully each
year, the same energy, if not more, needs to
be exercised when dropping and adding
friends. Finding true friends is certainly not
an easy task but it is indeed an important one.
If we put as much time into looking for
friends as we do looking for new cars, we
would be saved much unneeded and unwanted pain. When looking for a car, we don't
usually purchase thefirstone we see. It takes
much contemplation and prayer. So it is with
choosing friends. We shouldn't be friends
with a person because of the way they dress,
the sport they play, or the money or car they
have. We should examine them and ask ourselves, is this the kind of company Christ
would have me keep?
An unspiritual relationship on earth can

greatly affect your relationship with the
One in heaven. Psalms 1 tells us that we
are blessed if we "walk not in the counsel
of the ungodly." It is not worth it to allow
an ungodly person to make you and I miss
out on your blessings.
People are categorized by who they associate with. If we hang out with drinkers,
that's what individuals will call us. Often,
students strive to make friends with the
group of people who are most popular.
Instead, we should be look for those who
are living for Christ. When others see you
constantly in their company, they will
assume thai you are the same.
In addition, many students, especially new
ones, are easily influenced by other students
because they want to fit in so badly. But
Proverbs 27:17 says "Iron sharpeneth iron; so
a man sliarpeneth (lie countenance of his
friend." Just like my mom always told me,
"Bad company corrupts good behavior."

Why risk getting caught at a party just
because your friends wanted you to go? It
will not matter to the deans whether or not
you tried to talk them out of attending. We
shouldn't let others decide if we will be suspended or not.
There is a huge difference between being
friendly with people and being friends with
them. It is important we show ourselves
friendly towards everyone, but we don't
have to go out every night with them.
I've seen students enter Liberty as good
people and leave corrupted, simply because
of the friends they chose to have. Just
because a person dresses stylish and looks
good from the outside gives no guarantees
about their inner qualities.
Even if it means hanging alone for a while,
it is worth it to save your reputation. Being in
the wrong place at the wrong time with the
wrong crowd can cause you to lose something you can never get back: your honor!
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Bucs douse Flames in opener

Richmond
shuts out
Lady Flames

Continued from Page 12
five, at the ETSU 23 yard line, LU
quarterback found Galmon wide
open at the Bucs 10. Galmon was hit
from behind and coughed up the ball
at the ETSU four yard line.
"(The fumble) was costly,"
Rutigliano said.
The LU defense forced ETSU to
punt after three ineffective plays,
and Liberty got the ball back at the
East Tennessee State 27.
Despite superior field position,
the Flames were denied again.
Running back Lawrence Worthington was denied twice on third- and

By LAURELEI MILLER
Champion Reporter

In their inaugural soccer contest, the Richmond Spiders
netted a trio of goals and shut out the LU offense Friday.
The game was thefirstof the season for the Lady Flames.
After the Lady Spiders scored early in thefirstperiod,
Liberty tightened its defense and denied UR's attempts to
enlarge the lead until thefinalminutes of the game. Maya
Clark netted thefirstever goal for the Lady Spiders on a
shot from inside the goal box. Taddy Reh assisted on the
goal.
With the clock running down, Richmond midfielder
Kirsi Cronk sealed the victory by tallying two goals in the
last six minutes of the match.
Junior Shannon Hutchinson kept Liberty in the game
with a strong performance between the pipes, saving eight
of 11 shots on net.
Liberty struggled most with its offensive game. They
managed only three shots on goal to Richmond's 17. The
Flames also failed to put pressure on the net offensively
and as a result had no corner kicks, while the Spiders
launched eight.
"They really played a good game," senior defender
Kara Crosby said. "(The last two goals resulted from) a
combination of frustration and just bad luck. We definitely needed to go harder in the beginning...but we have to
put this game behind us and focus on the next"
Flames junior forward Jerri Lucido, a newcomer to the
team, saw things in a positive light. "We were definitely a
better team than they were," she said. "We knew what we
had to do and we just didn't do it today. We played in
spurts, and we have to start reading the plays better. We
need to regroup, refocus and go twice as hard when a goal
is scored. We know how good we are — we just have to

1BERTY

Flames Football Preview
Game No. 2
vs. Western Carolina

(0-1)
Dave Dtrshlmer / LIBBRTY CHAMPION

WHO'S LEADING AGAIN? — LU midfielder
Lisa Deur is caught up with a Richmond player.
Richmond won the game, it's first ever, 3-0.
prove it to everybody else, and we have a lot more games
to play."
Christina Popoff, a backup point guard on the basketball
team, had one of only three shots for the Lady Flames. As
Lucido, Popoff was playing herfirstintercollegiate game
on the soccerfield.Liberty's other two shots in the game
were by forward Jessica Kerth and defender Lisa Deur.
Liberty's Lady Flames play their next match on
September 3 when they will face off against Furman.

Series: First meeting
Place: Williams Stadium
Time: 7:30 p.m.
The Flames look to rebound in their second game
of the year after losing a tough contest at East
Tennessee State. Both ETSU and Western Carolina
are members of the Southern Conference.
Liberty did many things right in the ETSU game,
but according to Head Coach Sam Rutigliano there
is one thing the Flames didn't do enough. "We have
to get Pete (McFadden) more touches."
McFadden carried the ball six times against the

Quote

Flames football notebook
The LU offensive line battled with injuries for the
majority of the 1995 season. The injury bug hit again
in this season's opener. Starting left guard Thad
Campbell went down seven minutes into the first
quarter with an ankle injury. According to Head
Coach Sam Rutigliano, Campbell's status for this
week's game versus Western Carolina is up in the air.
... Wide receiver Tony Covington played well in a
starting role. Covington made seven catches for 67
yards, with several coming on routes over the middle. ... Placekicker Phillip Harrelson played extremely well. Harrelson was 2-for-2 on field goal attempts
(27- and 38-yards), had two extra points and boomed
four kickoffs for tQuchbacks. ... Defensive tackle
Rodney Degrate and linebackers Damon Bomar and
Jessie Riley played well on defense. Degrate and

fourth-down and one at the ETSU to their own 49-yard line, and
18-yard line. Both times Worthing- Anderson's third down pass attempt
ton attempted to sweep to the left fell incomplete, as the Flames were
side for the first down, but came forced to punt with 6:11 to play.
Liberty did not touch the ball again,
up short.
Worthington, who had 106 yards as ETSU ran out the clock.
on 23 carries, took his share of the
The Flames had taken the lead
blame. "I was greedy. I tried to do early in the third quarter 20-17. Pete
too much," he said. "I would rather McFadden, lined up as running
have been blown out by 50 points, back, took a handoff on a trap play
than lose like this. We'll be back and made a beautiful run for a 31next week, definitely. We can yard touchdown.
bounce back."
McFadden broke through the
The Flames'finaldrive started at defensive line on the right side and
the ETSU 36 and went backwards. cut back accross the field as he outA holding call on second and 12 ran the entire ETSU defensive
moved the Flames all the way back backfield.

Riley each had nine and a half tackles, while Bomar
had nine. Bomar and Degrate each had tackles for
losses. ... Defensive back Marcus Leggett made the
first play from scrimmage a memorable one. Leggett
intercepted ETSU quarterback Greg Ryan's first pass
of the year. The pickoff set up a Phillip Harrelson
field goal. ... Pete McFadden's only punt return of
the game resulted in a loss of four yards. McFadden
attempted to break a tackle with a spin move that did
not work. ... LU entered the game as the Sports
Network's No. 14 ranked team, but will most likely
drop in the poll. Three of LU's future opponents
were also ranked: Hofstra (No. 11), Georgia
Southern (No. 18) and Indiana State (No. 24); East
Tennesse State was not ranked.
— by RICH MACLONE

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY
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"I had pro offers from the Detroit Lions and Green Bay Packers, who were pretty hard up for
linemen in those days. If I had gone into professional football, the name Jerry Ford might have
been a household word today."
— Former President Gerald Ford
February 3, 1974

Welcome Back Students
Lynchburg's Original

-B!£ama—

and Best... Real SNO!

SN0-SHACK
*Req.
Trademark
tea. Trademark

7 7 FLAVORS

W e Sell "SNO" All
Summer Long!

^ ^ .

FLURRY - 8 oz. ' 1 0 0
SNOWSTORM - 1 4 oz. ' 1 5 0
AVALANCHE - 20 oz. $2°°
GLACIER - 32 oz. J 2 M

Welcome Back Students & Faculty!

SPECIALTIES - SNO CREAM - CHOCOLATE '
VOLCANO • MARSHMALLOW - 25' Extra

3 Locations

*

SPECIALIZING IN M e r c e d e s - B e n z
COMPUTERIZED INSURANCE ESTIMATING

Photo by Tom Tyree

HOURS
M-Thur
12lo 10pm
' Timberlake Rd & Graves Mill Rd.
Frl-Sat
• Memorial Ave. (Star Value Parking Lot) 12 to 11 pm
Sun.
• Bedford (Food Lion Center)
1 to 11 pm
Memorial Ave.
We Honor Competitors Coupons Sun. 1 -9 pm
"COUPON
$

MEMBER
CENTRAL VA.
AUTO BODY
ASSOCIATION

237-3111
Beside LIBERTY'S Railroad Entrance

1 800 863-3111
OR
1 800 484-7511
FAX (804) 237-1337

1 OFF

ANY
SNOWSTORM
OR LARGER
Fr;om Liberty U - Expressway to Timberlake Rd.
Exit, 2 Miles on Right next to Shell

Free Towing for L. U. Faculty & Students If Work Is Done In Our Shop

Student ID Required
LIMIT 1 PER STUDENT |D
EXPIRES 9-15-96

'

COUPON

The Largest Dollar Store in Lynchburg and Roanoke
LHHAUL
SBSSSBH5SH5SSS'

AVAILABLE
Make
Reservations Early

•From:

$24.90*

$44.90*

FRE

Tire Rotation
& Balance or $9.90*
Oil Change.Lube & Filter

With Purchase Of a Tune-Up

| From:

$18.90*
SAVE $3

6 Cyl. 39.90*
Labor
8 Cyl. 49.90'
•Some vans,
•pick-ups, transverse
Plus Parts
I >Change oil
& hard to tune
! •Install new disc
jenglnes additional
j 'Replace oil filter
,
brake
pads only
'•Complete engine
j -Inspect rotors
Ii "'Lubricate
chassis
I ii l o p v v i I W I U I J .
i UL/I I V Q I D v
ii
• analysis
•Checking luel &
i Turning Included.
i , F r n B vohlcle
hree ven
emissions system
•Add fluid as needed I
ce
•Install spark plugs \ d-jnsgect
e 7 £ brake
cylln-i 'Free vehicle
•Inspect lilters, belts , , T e s l j ^ emaster
vehicle
maintenance
I & hoses
I.Semi-metallic pads
jd
Inspection
a tu
i •Check
^Hoor&
Q set
w i itiming,
»ui il a
a li
I carburetor & speea i . S o m e torelgn cars
"ST
I'Measure exhaust
I trucks & vans add'l
, emissions
1-12000 ml.,12 month I
I guarantee whichever"
I comes first
\SoupSnE%. 9/24/96*Coupon
Exp_9/2f^J_Ccj;po/i_H^_9/24£6jL_

PRESSURE
WASHER
RENTAL
AVAILABLE

CALL
FOR
DETAILS

Gflida7ws~ate"Mo~o7V6f^
"
*±M 239^0902
General Service 4 Repair-More Than Just Our Name
** m Mon-Frl 8-6,Sat 8-4
3012 Wards Road Lynclfcurg (2 Blocks S. a River Ridge Mall)
Sun 10-6- U-HAUL Only

V\

(0-0)
Bucs on Thursday. One rush resulted in a spectacular 31-yard touchdown scamper in which he cut back
across the field to burn the entire defense.
Wide receiver Tony Covington showed that he
deserves to be one of LU's go-to guys in the opener.
Covington showed no fear by going over the middle
to make several key receptions. The converted
defensive back's seven catches were a career high.
In fact, Covington had only one catch entering the
season opener.
Liberty needs to win this game in a bad way. The
Flames' playoff hopes rely on beating teams that
they should beat. LU's bad loss last season, against
VMI, cost the Flames a trip to the postseason.

DOMESTIC & FOREIGN
mm PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS

&

^

DOLLAR

We Are Your One Stop Shop Where ALL Merchandise is Only $1
We have items to meet your every need:
*
snacks
*
dorm decorations
*
cards for ever occasion
*
hangers
*
school supplies
Located in Hills Plaza on Wards Road
Across From McDonalds
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Anderson gets job done as starter
Junior quarterback
looks good in new
role despite loss in
opening game
By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

JOHNSON CITY, Term. — For Liberty redshirt
junior quarterback Ben Anderson the waiting game
has finally ended. Anderson, who was Antwan
Chiles understudy the last two seasons, made ,his
first start behind center against East Tennessee
State on Thursday.
Despite a 24-20 loss to the Buccaneers,
Anderson was impressive. The 6-4 signal caller
from South Carolina completed 14-of-26 passes for
163 yards and a 40-yard touchdown pass to wide
receiver Courtney Freeman.
The most impressive aspect of Anderson's performance, however, was something he did not do
— throw an interception. The quarterback showed
poise in the pocket and did not try to force things.

"I felt good out there," Anderson said. "They
had a good secondary out there, and they just
played tough."
Anderson did not take all of the credit for his
strong debut in the role of starter, he credited his line
for helping him to stay comfortable in the pocket.
"I can't say enough (about the offensive line).
They just did it all. Those guys just blocked their
hearts out.
"I've got guys that I've spent three weeks with
now. I know how they are going to block — I trust
them. They kept the guys off me. I was knocked
down after the pass a couple of times, but (ETSU)
never sacked me."
The quarterback's numbers could have been
even more impressive. Freshman tight end
Darryl Galmon fumbled a would-be 23-yard
touchdown pass at the three yard line that was
recovered by the ETSU defense. Anderson took
the setback in stride.
"That's football. We're going to throw to Darryl
a lot this year," Anderson said. "He's a big receiver for me on that play, and he caught it, and I
thought we might get a touchdown.
Anderson did the little things that make a quarterback good. In the third quarter he stumbled
while going back to pass and quickly got rid of the

ball before he fell, which would have cost the team
10 yards. On the next play, Pete McFadden broke a
big TD run. Anderson also looked off receivers, in
order to find open ones.
These intangibles are important. So important
that LU Head Coach Sam Rutigliano feels that
Anderson's play will correlate to how many wins
the Flames total this year.
"If Anderson has a bad season we probably will
only go 6-5, but if he has a good season we could
win nine or 10 games," Rutigliano said during a
Liberty University Athletic Association meeting
last week. "He is the eye of the storm."
Not only does Anderson have to deal with the
pressure of his coaches expectations, but he also
has a freshman phenom breathing down his back.
Quarterback Glenwood Ferebee brings tremendous speed to the Flames offense, as well as a
strong arm. Rutigliano said at the LUAA meeting
that Ferebee would see a good amount of playing
time this season, although he did not play a down
in the ETSU game.
Despite the threat of being replaced, Anderson
remained confident. When asked if being taken out
of the game ever crossed his mind, he had a simple
Ttd Woolford / LIIHWTY CHAMPION
response — "no."
STRONG ARM — Ben Anderson delivers one of his 26 passes.
He waited too long to worry about that.

NFC powers: 49ers, 'Boys and Packers all to win
Cincinnati at San Diego: This will
be
a return home for sensational
Champion Reporter
Bengals wide receiver Damay Scott
Carolina at New Orleans: who played his college ball at San
Carolina travels to the Superdome in Diego State. Along with teammates
week two — home opener for the Carl Pickens, quarterback Jeff Blake
Saints and most importantly its fans. and running back Ki-Jana Carter will
A depleted receiving corps and New light up the scoreboard. Bengals by 2.
Orleans' lack of a running game will
Denver at Seattle: The Broncos
offset home field advantage. begin their climb to regain the respect
Panthers by 5.
in the division and the league.
Oakland at Kansas City: The Broncos by 7.
outcome of this AFC West game will
Houston at Jacksonville: Two
be crucial at the end of the season. teams that were headed nowhere last
The Raiders and Chiefs will battle it year are looking better. The Jags look
out for a playoff spot. The key in better than Houston. Jaguars by 8.
week two for the chiefs: get to Jeff
Indianapolis at N.Y. Jets: Neither
Hostetler. Chiefs by 1.
of these teams plays great defesne.
Baltimore at Pittsburgh: The This will be a shootout. Colts by 4.
closest the Ravens will be to their true
Minnesota at Atlanta: A strong
home in Cleveland all season. Despite preseason for the Falcons fueled by
an inspired Ravens team, Pittsburgh the arm of Jeff George has the
will pick up where it left off last sea- Falcons thinking playoffs again.
son. Steelers by 3.
Falcons by 9.
Chicago at Washington: Heath
New England at Buffalo:. The B ills
By JOSH H O W E

SbijJer or Ckts-Prerotte.-it doesn't matter who is playing quarterback.The

Bears will see to that. Bears by 6.

splitting with the Patriots in the regular season. Bills by 3.
St Louis at San Francisco: Like
Buffalo, the Niners may not be the
team to beat in the conference, but
beware. Steve Young and Jerry Rice
are over 30, their games keeps getting
better. 49ers by 7.
Tampa Bay at Detroit: The
Buccaneers will be stumbling
blocks for many of its NFC opponents. However, if Wayne Fontes
wants to keep his job (that means
getting past the first round of the
playoffs) the Lions must sweeps the
Bucs' this season. They will win this

n super bowl Team? No way. But they

certainly have what it takes to be competitive in the AFC East. That means

&tmt2

KEB&HSHJBS
• 1018 5th Street, 845-5963
• 5th Street & Park Ave, 528-2333
• Route 221, 385-8966 • 4121 Boonsboro Rd., 384-5868
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With LU ID Get:
Oil, Lube, and Filter
for $18.95
on Most vehicles

CLEAN LUBE

COIN LAUNDRY
Hills Plaza

S E R V I C E CENTER
10 M i n u t e O i l C h a n g e

237-9877

Wednesday Student/ Faculty Day 20% Off

OPEN
7-9 M-Sat
8-6 Sunday

•
•
•
•
•

18 point Inspection
Transmission Service
Tire Rotation
Hand Car Wash
No Appointment Necessary
Hours: M-F 7:30-6:00
Sat 7:30-4:00

w/purchase of 1 Load

COIN LAUNDRY
Hill Plaza

Lunch 11:30 - 2:30 • Dinner at 4:30
Open Sunday ALL DAY
Daily Specials • Nightly Specials $7.95

,d.t"^"

One Coupon per Person per Visit
Expires 10-27-96

RT 460 • 4 miles east of Lynchburg

§

, Free preventive maintenance check on request

ONE FREE WASH IN
DOUBLE LOADER

RESTAURANT
Dinner by the Lake

993-2475

one. Lions by 3.
N.Y. Giants at Dallas: Minus
Michael Irvin, Jay Novacek, and
Shante Carver, the Cowboys are still
the team to beat in the NFC East.
Cowboys by 5.
Miami at Arizona: Arizona isn't
good enough to take out Miami.
Dolphins by 2t
Philadelphia at Green Bay
(Monday Night): The first big test
for the 'team to beat' in the NFC.
Penetration by the Pack's defensive
front will rattle the Eagles signal
caller, thus spelling doom for Philly.
Packers by 10.

CLlMLUW
S E R V I C E C E N T E R4
OIL, LUBE, AND FILTER

I
I
I
J

$19.95
>"-L
reg. $24.95
( PFMMZDIL

(Up to 5 Quarts)
\ T ^flBPf
*Ot(er good only with coupon thru 9 " " " ° ^ - j » -*
•Coupon not good w/ any other promotion.

8503 Timberlake Rd. 237-5771

The Dog Pound
"Lynchburg's Best Hot Dogs & Barbeque"
Located on
Candler's Mtn. Rd.
across from Ericcson GE
Open 10:30-2:30 M-F
Add some excitement
to your next event, party or promotion.

$4.95 Lunch

For Delivery, call 239 - 3444

u J Caribbean Snow L,j
GOURMET SHAVED ICE E
***** 95 Flavors - Fat Free *****

J

BUY 1, GET 8 OZ. SIZE FREE
Now Featuring: 12 Kinds of Sundaes

Putt-Putt

• 341)4 Old Forest Rd. - Food Lion Pyking Lor *
Slum Wards Rd. - Outlets & More Parking Lor

®

Offical "LU £au
Dsiite Activiy

r Putt-PutT • Putt-Putt
T
i
4 FREE
FREE
i Go-Kart Ride! I Game Room

E
I
I

($3.00 value)

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT
Large Gameroom • 237-7888 • 3 Golf Courses
8105 Timberlake Rd. • Lynchburg, Va.

I

Tokens

(No purchase necessary)

I Over 20 games for

1 Ride FREE! I
Expires Sept. 30,1996

RECEIVE
A PRPF
H

SOFTEST SNOW IN TOWN
OPEN NOON -10 PM

$7.95 Dinner

CHUNG KING RESTAURANT

Call for details 385-4399

^

Daily Lunch Buffet 11:30am - 2:00pm
Dinner Buffet 5pm - 9:30pm (Thurs., Fri., Sat..)

r n c c

•

your enjoyment
Expjres

Sept. 30,1996

I Back-2-School
I
Special
•
Receive:

GAMEROOM V Game Putt-Putt Golf
1

TOKENS

|

*S£r

No purchase necessary.
Expires Sept. 30,1996

I

ONLY $6.00

-

Expires Sept. 30,1996

Putt-Putt^ ^wtt-Putt

^mmmmmmmmmm m
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Harris Teeter

Ihe

Scoreboard
7-67, Freeman 4-72 1 TD, Galmon
2-29, Worthington l-(-5). East
Tenn., Adigun 7-96, Satterfield 765, Johnson 5-74, Cooper 2-11,
Stringfield 1-6, Walker l-(-l)
MISSED HELD GOALS—None.

l o x Scores
Football

Schedules

9

VISA

Your N e i g h b o r h o o d Food Market

Oct. 1 James Madison 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 4 Charleston Southern *
7:30 p.m.
Oct. 5 Coastal Carolina *
2:00 p.m.
Oct. 8 Radford *
7:30 p.m.
Oct. 11 UMBC*
7:30 p.m.
Oct. 15 UNC Greensboro *
7:30 p.m.
Oct. 18 at Hampton
5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Oct. 22 at Radford *
7:00 p.m.
Oct. 25 at UMBC*
7:30 p.m.
Oct. 29 VCU
7:30 p.m.
Nov. 1 Winthrop *
Nov. 2 UNC Asheville* 1:00 p.m.
Nov. 5 at UNC Greensboro *
7:00 p.m.
Nov. 8 at Charleston So. *
7:00 p.m.
Nov. 9 at Coastal Carolina *
1:00 p.m.
Nov. 15-16 at Big South
Tournament at Baltimore, Md.
* Denotes Big South Conference
match

East Tennessee State 24, Liberty 20
Liberty
3 10 7 0 20
East Tenn. St.
3 7 14 0 24
Women's Soccer
First Quarter
LU—FG Harrelson 27, 12:03
Richmond 3, Liberty 0
ETSU —FG Chapman 36, 4:12 Richmond
1
2
3
FG
Liberty
0
0
0
Second Quarter
32:00 UR
Maya Clark from
LU— FG Harrelson FG 38,10:26
Taddy Reh (inside goal box)
ETSU —Walker 1 run, 4:57
84:11 UR
Kirsi Cronk from
LU—Freeman 40 pass from
Maya Clark (inside penalty box)
Anderson (Harrelson kick), 2:58
89:30 UR
Kirsi Cronk unasThird Quarter
sisted (outside goal box)
ETSU—Satterfield 10 pass from Shots: UR—Cronk 5, Clark 3,
Ryan (Chapman kick), 8:37
Donnelly 2, Blasius 1, Bonilla 1,
LU—McFadden 31 run (HarrelFrick 1, Hanson 1, Lages 1,
son kick), 5:03
Moore 1, Powell 1.
ETSU—Satterfield 22 pass from
LU—Deur 1, Kerth 1, Popoff 1.
B.J. Adigun (Chapman kick), 0:29 , Saves: UR—Besler2.
A-6,075
LU—Hutchinson 8.
Fouls: UR—13
LU ETSU
LU—9
First downs
15
18
Corner Kicks: UR—8
Rushes-yards
29-147 36-101
LU—0
Passing yards
163
251
Attendance: 165
Return yards
103
30
Comp-Att
14-26 23-35
Sacked-yards lost 0-0
0-0
Punts
3-88
4-127
2-2
Fumbles-lost
Volleyball
1-0
Penalties-yards 2-18
4-36
Aug. 24 Alumni Game 2:00 p.m.
3rd down conv. 3-11
11-18
Aug. 30-31 at Navy Invitational
4th down conv. 0-1
1-2
TBA
25:21 28:37
Tune of poss
Sept. 2 Hampton
7:30 p.m.
Sept. 3 atVCU
7:00 p.m.
Individual Statistics
Sept. 9 at North Carolina Cent.
RUSHING—Liberty, Worthington
6:00 p.m.
23-106, McFadden 6-41. East Sept. 13 at IUPUI tourney TBA
Tenn., Edwards 24-73, Walker 5-11 Sept 16 at Taylor
7:00 p.m.
1 TD, Woolfolk 3-11, Ryan 34, Sept. 20-21 Liberty Invitational
Vincent 1-2.
TBA
PASSING—Liberty, Anderson 14- Sept. 24 Campbell
7:30 p.m.
26-0 163. East Tenn., Ryan 22-34- Sept. 27 at Winthrop * 7:00 p.m.
2 229, Adigun 1-1-0 22.
Sept. 28 at UNC Asheville *
RECEIVING— Liberty, Covington
2:00 p.m.

G

Sale Begins Wednesday, Sept 10,1996
Diet Coke Or
Coca Cola
6 pk. 2 0 Co.. nrb
9

9

Cross Country
Sept. 6 at William & Mary Ivitational, Williamsburg, Va. 6:00
p.m.
Sept. 14 at Virginia Invitational,
Charlottesville, Va. 10:30 a.m.
Sept. 28 Virginia Ten-Miler 10:30
a.m., at Lynchburg, Va.
Oct. 5 at Aggie Classic 12:00
p.m., Greensboro, N.C.
Oct. 12 at Furman Ivitational
10:30 a.m., Greenville, S.C.
Oct. 19 at San Diego St.
Invitational, 12 p.m., at San
Diego, Calif.
Nov. 2 Big South Championships, TBA, Rock Hill, SC
Nov. 16 NCAA Regionals, TBA,
Greenville, S.C.
Nov. 25 National Championships,
TBA, Tucson, Ariz.

lO-lloa

Stauffer's

lOoz.

Animal
Crackers

Selected ^rieties

Snyders
Pretzels
(W®KB

I
Smucker's

Jeliy

FritoLay

"Variety
Pack*

Selected Varieties

Gatorade

Place Classified Ads 8:00 AM - 4:30 PM Weekdays

Call Mr. Cam Davis at 5 8 2 - 2 1 2 8

BEST PART TIME JOB IN LYNCHBURG— Telemarketers needed, excellent wages. Up to $6.50 per hr. Plan
your own schedule, min. 3 days,
$6.00, 4 days, $6.50 per hr.
Transportation available, van leaves
DeMoss bid., 5:10 daily. Great hours
for students. Mon-Fri, 5:30 to 9 p.m.,
Sat., 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 5821583
or
582-1587.
B&B
Presentations, 528 Leesville Rd.,
Lynchburg, VA 24502.
Account Manager
TransAmerica Marketing Service is
seeking an Account Manager to manage our Christian accounts in our
Lynchburg facility, located adjacent to
Liberty University. We are a full-service direct response telephone marketing company, and we partner with
some ot the country's most reputable
Christian organizations.
The position requires excellent client
service, analytical and communication
skills. Prior experience in donor
development or account service with
Christian organizations is preferred.
We offer an excellent starting salary
and benefits package.
Please submit a resume to:
Human Resources
TransAmerica Marketing Services
30 West Water Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Customer Service Positions Available
Immediately!
TransAmerica Marketing Services is
seeking students to fill our Client
Service Representative positions. We
are a full-service direct response company which takes calls for some of the
country's most reputable Christian
organizations. We also place calls to
supporters of Christian organizations.
We are located adjacent to Liberty
University, just a few minutes walking
distance from the campus!
Applications should have excellent
customer services and communication
skills. Training in prayer counseling
ability to speak a second language are
a plus. We offer flexible scheduling,
full and part-time hours, a professional work environment, and starting pay
rate of $6 per hour.. We also offer
excellent opportunities for advancement.
To find out more about employment
with
TransAmerica
Marketing
Services, please contact Dana or Mary
Ann at 1-800-827-1919.

925 Oz.

imwm

64 oz,

6 oz. Bag Selected Varieties

Operations Manager:
TransAmerica Marketing Service is
seeking an Operations Manager for
our Christian call center in our
Lynchburg facility , located adjacent
to Liberty University. We are a fullservice direct response telephone marketing company, and we partner with
some of the country's most reputable
Christian organizations. Our call center takes inbound calls as well as
places outbound calls.

Lay's Potato
Chips

Applications should have a minimum
of two years management experience,
preferably in a call center environment. This position also requires
excellent analytical and communication skills. We offer an excellent starting salary and benefits package, with
opportunity for advancement.
Please submit a resume to:
Human Resources
TransAmerica Marketing Services
30 West Water Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

FREE T-SHIRT

+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus organization can raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00/VISA application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers . receive FREETSHIRT

Three bicycles for sale, $25 to $35
each. Single bed, dresser and nightstand, $200. 845-5336.

CHRISTIAN SERVICE
JOB -- available with The
Champion. News, Sports,
Advertising, Life, Opinion,
and Distribution.

Furnished room in house to share. Male
only. 5 minutes from LU. W/D available. 832-1422.

RESTAURANT ASSOCIAI

Immediate full and part time positions, days and
nights. Great work environment and:

• Competitive Wages
• Advancement Potential
• Professional Training & More!
• Experience in Restaurant
Industry a Plus
2629 Wards Rd.
Lynchburg, VA
Join our team and see how much fun work can be.
Apply in person.

Mr,
Davis
at Ext
2128
from

off
campus
Call
(804)
582*" 21.28

We Have All Of Your School
and Dorm Supply Needs..
Notebooks, Pens, Pencils,
Cleaning Products
—"
And More!
The Best D e l i / B a k e r y Around

To Place
a Classified

«

Remember,

the
n
s

I

O
H
7T

Prices in This Ad Effective Tuesday, September 3, Through, September 10, 1996 In Our Lynchburg Stores Only.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps

Tragedy hits football t e a m
By RICH MACLONE
Spoils Editor

JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. — Some things are
more important than football games. The
Liberty University football team was
reminded of that when defensive end
Donnie Inge's father died Wednesday.
Inge's father Donald suffered a heart attack
during a boating accident on Wednesday near
his home in Virginia Beach. The details of the
accident are unknown.
Donnie Inge was informed after the LU
football team arrived at the Holiday InnJohnson City on Wednesday afternoon and

flew home to be with his family. Members
of the team described Inge's reaction to the
news as "shocked."
While the team remained focused on its
opening game against East Tennessee State
University, the players could not help but
think about their teammate.
Inge's roommate, and replacement in the
starting lineup, John Highsmith, had his
friend on his mind after the game. "I had just
seen his father last week. We tried to use
what happened to his dad as an incentive.
Wednesday, when I heard, that's all I could
think about. During the game, I don't think it
was on my mind. But as soon as the game

was over you
couldn't help but
think about it,"
Highsmith said.
LU Head Coach
Sam Rutigliano
praised the team
for dealing with
the situation well.
"We lost a No. 1
player and our
Donnie In e
best
defensive
8
end," Rutigliano said. "That hurts enough.
But this team has so much character, they're
all Christians and they know about death. It

hurts, but did we lose the game because of
it? Of course not."
Inge is the second player this season to
lose his father. At the beginning of two-aday practices, freshman wide receiver Matt
Duncan lost his father to a heart attack.
"I pray it's the last bad thing that happens to our football team," safety Marcus
Leggett said. "We stuck together when
Matt's father died, and we'll stick
together now. Coach Sam told us all
every day of practice to call our fathers.
It shows you how fragile things can be."
It is unknown when Inge will return to
school or the football team.

RICH
MACLONE

ETSU drops Flames
in opener, 24-20
By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. — The Liberty
University Flames were hoping to get off to a
flying start in their opener against the East
Tennessee State Buccaneers on Thursday.
They did — for three quarters.
ETSU (1-0) stifled the LU (0-1) offensive
unit in the fourth quarter and defeated the
Flames 24-20 at the Memorial Center in front
of a crowd of 6,075.
Bucs wide receiver B.J. Adigun launched a
22 yard touchdown pass to wide receiver
Marcus Satterfield with 20 seconds to play in
the third quarter, giving his team the lead.
ETSU quarterback Greg Ryan threw a lateral
to Adigun in the left flat that drew the LU
defense in and Adigun found Satterfield in the
corner of the end zone for the score.
"We have been working on (that play) all

year and did it at the right time," Adigun said.
Ryan played a superb game behind center for
the Bucs. The senior quarterback completed 22of-34 passes for 229 yards, with one touchdown
pass and two interceptions. After having his
first pass picked off by LU defensive back
Marcus Leggett, Ryan picked apart the LU secondary, converting 11-of-18 third down tries.
"(Ryan) just made some big, big plays," said
LU Head Coach Sam Rutigliano.
After ETSU's offense took the lead its
defense held it. The Bucs held the Flames to
seven yards of total offense in the fourth quarter. Liberty had three opportunities to regain the
lead, but came up short.
On LU's next possession, after the
Satterfield TD, Flames freshman tight end
Darryl Galmon's inability to protect the football cost his team dearly. On third and
See Bucs, Page 9

pholw by Ted Woolford / LmBKTY CIIAMTION

SO CLOSE — LU quarterback Ben Anderson ponders his team's fate as time winds
down (above). Liberty Defensive end Rodney Degrate (No. 62) and linebacker Brad
Waggoner (No. 55) put pressure on ETSU quarterback Greg Ryan (right).

Trumbo, Brownlee lead LU
Miller leads
v-ball to 3rd
over Appalachian State i n OT
place at Navy

the back of LU's goal with 40 seconds left go into the overtime periods, but I'm
to play.
pleased with the result. It was a good first
Champion Reporter
Hemphill's goal tied the score at one, win and this gives us some confidence
Jared Trumbo's overtime goal got the and sent the game into extra periods. But going into our next game."
"We didn't start well and we missed a
1996 men's soccer season off to a flying it wasn't a tied score for long. Freshman
start Saturday afternoon, as the Flames Jared Trumbo put in the game winning lot offinishingopportunities — plus their
kick with 6:10 to play in thefirstovertime. goalkeeper was brilliant, but this win is a
defeated Appalachian State 2-1.
Liberty shut down State the rest of the good start to the season," Brownlee said.
A crowd of 250 witnessed great defense,
steady goaltending and goals by Kian way and came away confident of its play. "We just have to organize a little better
"This was a hard first game," Liberty and calm down, but it'll come."
Brownlee and Jared Trumbo that kept the
Mountaineers at bay. The win puts Coach Bill Bell said. "Both teams played
Liberty's next home game is Friday,
Liberty at 1-0 as it heads into Wednesday's hard. We didn't put away our chances at Sept. 6 versus Maryland Eastern Shore
goal, and we really shouldn't have had to at 4 p.m.
game against Marshall.
It was the first game of the season, but
the Flames looked in mid-season form,
keeping the action on the Mountaineers'
side of thefieldand away from their goal
for much of the game. When Appalachian
State did threaten, LU goalkeeper Joe
Larson's quick stops stifled the
Mountaineers. However, ASU was able to
keep pace with LU, and the score was
deadlocked at 0-0 alter the first period.
The second period began where the first
left off — willi high intensity on both
sides. Liberty's offense had many chances
to score (the Flames out-shot the
Mountaineers 23-ll for the game); however, ASU goalkeeper Chad Hawley made
repealed saves, frustrating the 1 'lames as
the game went on.
With 2:02 left to play in regulation,
junior Mike Rohrer found Kian Brownlee,
who juked a defender and kicked in lite
first goal of the season. Alter the goal
Liberty seemed to have momentum, but PILFERAGE —Mike Kohrer steals the ball away from an Appalachian
(he Mountaineers' Mark Hemphill found State player during Liberty's 2-1 ovetime win on Saturday.

By BEN DONAHUE

By LAURELEI MILLER
Champion Reporter

The LU Lady Flames tore into their season with a
strong showing at the Navy Trident Volleyball
Invitational Tournament last weekend. The tournament's head coaches named LU junior Leeana Miller to
the All-Tournament team for her superior performance.
In the final match of the tourney, the Flames outplayed Navy to force a tbree-way lie for top slot and
earn themselves a 2-1 record that matched Navy and
Northeastern. To break the tie, tournament officials
used the overall game records to declare Navy's
Midshipmen (8-4) the tournament champion. LU
won seven games and dropped five.
Liberty's aces and fierce play at the net overpowered Navy as Liberty served the Mids' their only loss.
The Flames took the five game-match 15-5, 5-15,1416, 15-10, and 17-15.
Miller smashed 54 kills in the tourney to lead
Liberty's offense, and Freshmen Antonia Akpama
and Kyrie Dorn started their college careers off
impressively; Akpama pounded 41 kills and Dorn
slammed 35.
Northeastern finished second in the four-team
fate-off because its record in games was 6-4, which
averaged a higher winning percentage in total games
ilian Liberty -— 60 percent to 58 percent, LaSalle
wound up in fourth place with a record of 0-3.
LaSalle won only one game in the tournament.
The Lady Flames play today at Virginia
Commonwealth and at North Carolina Central on
Sept . 9. The team docs not return home until Sept.
20-21, when it will host the Liberty Invitational.

I
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Woods did
right thing
Rookiesfindthemselves under
tremendous pressure to perform.
A bad day at the office for many
could mean a trip back to the
minors, or worse — being cut.
The pressure felt by one rookie
golfer this past weekend was
greater than that of any baseball
or basketball player.
This rookie, on the heels of his
third consecutive United States
Amateur Championship, had just
signed one of the most lucrative
sponsorship deals of any golfer.
He had just stepped out of the
classrooms at Stanford and into
the same league, contract-wise, as
Greg Norman.
The kid also bore the weight of
being the highest profile player in
his first pro round in the
Professional Golf Association,
not to mention that he was one of
a mere handful on the tour that is
an African-American.
A lot of pressure for a kid.
With the weight of a $60 million contract deal with Nike and
tons of people hoping he would
flop, Tiger Woods stepped up and
delivered one of the most memorable first professional rounds of
Golf ever at the Greater
Milwaukee Open. Woodsfireda
4-under par 67.
The Swoosh-laden youngster's
round included an eagle, three
birdies and only one bogey.
Woods, who was clad in more
Nike logos than a Foot Locker,
showed that there is more to his
game than a cool name. Not only
can he out-distance John Daly off
the tees, but he is accurate. Woods
hit 16-of-18 greens in regulation
and nine of 13 fairways.
His proficiency is not what
makes mis kid an icon, though.
He is genuinely likeable. He
shrugs off mentions of any color
barriers he may have broken. His
smile is in the same ballpark as
Magic Johnson's, and his appeal
to Generation Xers is unparaL
leled. How many other golfers
could sell posters, shoes and hats
to the 90s teenager? Not many.
Even though he said that he
wanted to graduate and get a
degree at Stanford, there really
was no reason for him to stay in
school. In this day and age of
unproven basketball players
going pro, Woods was one of the
few amateurs who truly belonged
in the pro ranks.
He had won three straight US
Amateurs, an NCAA tide and
held his own at the British Open.
There really was nothing else for
him to do at the college level. A
degree would have been nice, but
he had already proved that he was
far-and-away the best non-professional golfer in the world. Why
wait another two years to turn pro
and risk injury?
Sports are funny. The
American public is fickle. Just
because they love you today does
not mean they will tomorrow.
Dennis Rodman may be a likeable freak today, but how long
can it last?
Tiger did the smart thing by not
taking any chances. He did what
was best for himself, his family
and his psyche. Unlike the pro
ranks, a Stanford degree will wait
for him if he wants it. Skills like his
don't always stay around forever.
The kid with the cool first
name did therightthing.

